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a 10-minute comedy
by

David Guaspari



CHARACTERS

M051, mature male R. norvegicus, age 4

F167, female in the prime of life, age 2

Y219, young male



(AT RISE: What might be a classroom or lecture hall—a lectern, a
blackboard, a scattering of chairs. There are three doors, or notional doors:
to enter a maze, exit the maze, and to enter/exit the classroom. Over the
entrance to the maze are two large bare light bulbs, one red and one green
(or some other conspicuous way to indicate do/don’t enter). The red bulb is
lit. Y219 sits in one of the chairs. M051 bustles in through the classroom
door, carrying books and papers, and Y219 leaps to his feet.)

M051

As you were.

(Y219 sits and M051 takes the lectern.)

Great things are at stake. Fundamentals. Basic philosophical commitments. Our
mission may be glorious but it makes harsh demands. It calls, above all, for a life pared
to essentials: cheese and electric shocks.

(Y219 raises his hand.)

The new guy.

Y219

Unfamiliar concept, Sir: “Electric shock.” I am acquainted with the cheese concept, but
“shock” is not mentioned in any of the handouts.

M051

That will be covered in the lab sections.

(F167, ecstatic, enters from the maze,
theatrically licking the tips of her fingers.)

F167

Mission accomplished.

(M051, at the blackboard, takes dictation.)

Right. Left.

M051

Right?

F167

Right.

M051

Left?

F167

Perfecto. Right, left, lunch: the cheese platter.
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Y219

Will that be on the test? Should I be taking notes?

F167

Is the Pope a mammal?

M051

We write things down. Our short-term memories are measured in seconds.

(M051 hands Y219 a notebook.)

Your first lab assignment: Update the log book with the report from F167: “Mission
accomplished. Right . . . ” [He gropes for the next word.]

F167

Left?

(The bulbs flash chaotically, then settle on
a steady green. M051 and F167 become
excited.)

M051

New guy’s up!

F167

Goin’ for the cheese . . .

(Y219 is bewildered and anxious, but
caught up in the excitement.)

M051

[Pointing at the blackboard.] Right. Left.

M051 and F167

Right. Left.

M051 and F167 and Y219

Right/Left. Right/Left . . .

(Y219 freezes.)

F167

Goin’ for the cheese . . .

(M051 and F167 shove Y219 into the
maze and peer after him.)

M051 and F167
(Rapidly and not well-synchronized)

Rightrightrightright . . . ! Left leftleftleft . . . !
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(Crackling sound. Lights flicker.)

F167

Or was it “Left/Right”? [Pause.] Whatever.

M051

Whatever? We may have a failed mission situation—one impacted by bad data.
Science does not share your appreciation for the unreliable narrator.

(Y219 re-enters from the maze looking like
Wile E. Coyote after an explosion.)

Y219

Awesome! Outasight! “Man,” they told me, “Man you are gonna love that maze.” Oh,
true. Only too true.

(M051 and F167 restrain Y219 from
rushing back into the maze.)

M051

A teachable moment! An opportunity to confront our basic existential dilemma—which
is that, when all is said and done, rubber-meets-roadwise, we are (take this down) class
Mammalia, order Rodentia, family Muridae, genus Rattus, a species whose predicament
takes a concrete and practical form: “Right/left”? or “Left/right”? The difference
between a slavering snout buried to the eyeballs in cheese and doing the hokey-pokey
with 2,000 volts.

Y219

Screw the cheese, man. Screw the cheese.

M051

One might think it would be easy to get that difference straight—to discover our basic
orientation. Unfortunately, there’s not much below us on the mammal totem pole.
Maybe tree shrews. One might therefore resent the humble place assigned to us in the
great scheme of things—might question why exactly we are here, why a rational and
benevolent God, when casting the role of perpetual student, would choose a species like
us. Was He kidding?

Y219

The way I see it, Sir, “shock or cheese” is your classic win/win situation.

F167

Perfecto: Whatever is, is right.

M051

Which you consistently confuse with left.

F167

What is your problem? You are hung up on dexterity,
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